




The practice with the welfare facilities : about the influence given to  
the student who aims at the care worker.  
From the questionnaire evaluation after the Welfare facilities practice ends 
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Abstract: The student can obtain a lot of learning by the welfare facilities practice. Therefore, the influence that the 
welfare facilities practice has on the student is large.This time, the questionnaire survey of goodness in the practice 
compared with the student after the practice ended, impression, and the opposite embarrassment and serious was done.As a 
result, because it was understood that it was important to straighten the learning environment of the student who practices 
the welfare facilities, it reports to here. 








ᐇ⩦䠄1 Ꮫᖺᚋᮇ䡡12 ᪥㛫䠅䞉➨ 2 ẁ㝵᪋タ௓ㆤᐇ⩦
䠄2Ꮫᖺ๓ᮇ䡡21᪥㛫䠅䞉➨ 3ẁ㝵᪋タ௓ㆤᐇ⩦䠄2Ꮫ

































䠎䠊ᐇ⩦ᮇ㛫䠖2008ᖺ 5 ᭶ 9 ᪥䡚6 ᭶ 6᪥䜎䛷䛾 21
᪥㛫






































































































































































































































































[ᢞ✏ 2008ᖺ 11᭶ 18᪥䚸ཷ⌮ 2008ᖺ 12᭶ 15᪥]
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